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ABSTRACT
Objectives: Glioblastoma multiforme (GBM) is a highly
aggressive tumor, which recurs despite resection, focal beam
radiation, and temozolomide chemotherapy. At recurrence, the
only second-line treatment approved by the US Food and Drug
Administration is bevacizumab (Avastin). To date, no single
agent has shown to extend the life of patients with progressive
malignant gliomas after bevacizumab failure. Once the tumor
recurs during bevacizumab therapy, it is universally fatal, with
death occurring within a few weeks. ERC-1671 is an experimental treatment strategy, which uses the patient’s own immune
system to attack the tumor cells. We report preliminary data on
the first human administration of ERC-1671 vaccination, under
a single-patient, compassionate-use protocol, to a patient with
progressive, bevacizumab-resistant GBM.
Methods: Treatment involved sequential administration to
the patient of GBM tumor cells and cell lysates combined from
three different donors with GBM, followed by the patient’s own
tumor cells and lysates.
Results: The patient survived for ten months after the vaccine
administration without any other adjuvant therapy and died
of complications related to his previous chemotherapies. The
tissues collected after two vaccination cycles and at the time of
death showed a robust immune response and no viable tumor.
Conclusion: These preliminary data strongly indicate that
ERC-1671 could be effective in the treatment of progressive
malignant gliomas. On the basis of these preliminary data, we
are planning a larger study to assess the efficacy of ERC-1671
in the treatment of patients with recurrent GBM.

INTRODUCTION

Malignant gliomas are the most common type of primary
brain tumor, with an incidence of approximately 10,000 new
cases annually in the US.1 The standard treatment of these

highly aggressive tumors is gross total resection followed by
radiation therapy and temozolomide chemotherapy.1-3 Unfortunately, gross total resection is difficult because of the
highly infiltrative nature of these tumors and their common
involvement of essential areas of the brain. Invariably, malignant gliomas recur, and second-line therapy with bevacizumab (Avastin), an antiangiogenic agent, is administered in
an attempt to stall the progression of tumor growth.4 With
this treatment, the median survival has improved to only 18
months in the last decade.1,3 Once glioblastoma multiforme
(GBM) recurs during bevacizumab treatment, it is universally
fatal, with survival rates less than a few weeks despite aggressive
treatments.4 Therefore, additional forms of therapy are sorely
needed to treat patients with malignant gliomas.5
Since 2000, immunotherapy has shown great promise for
the treatment of cancer6 because the immune system can be
induced to eradicate malignant cells.5-7 In addition, if successful in treating cancer in the initial phase, this method has the
advantage of creating a memory response to prevent further
tumor recurrences.6 In the past, research showed that proper
activation of the immune response against cancer cells could
prevent development of new cancer cells. For example, in colon
cancer research, in situ analysis of tumor-infiltrating immune
cells8,9 showed that tissues infiltrated with CD8+ T cells contributed to better patient survival.8,9 However, active vaccination
for cancer therapy has shown modest results.5
In addition, the literature reports that tumors have effective
strategies to evade a fully functional immune system.10 For
example, researchers showed that the presence of major histocompatibility complex Class 1 on tumor cells can play a role
in cancer resistance,11 that the tumors may be unresponsive to
interferons,10 and that tumor-induced immunosuppression can
occur.12 Furthermore, recent data indicated that patients with an
overactive immune response, such as an autoimmune disease,
have a better prognosis compared with patients with normal
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immune systems.5,13,14 The IgG species from these patients were
identified to share important homology with both human and
microbial peptides.15 Also, four patients with malignant brain
tumors went into remission after intracranial infections,16 and
multiple patients had better outcomes and increased survival
after wound infections.17 These findings led to the hypothesis
that tolerance to tumor-associated antigens can be reversed by
cross-reactivity against foreign homologous antigens.5,6
Previous publications from our group have extensively
studied this hypothesis in rodent models and demonstrated
that administration of allogeneic glioma cells and syngeneic
tumor cell lysates to rats induced rejection of malignant gliomas and provided protection against future recurrences.5,6 If
one strain of rats (Sprague-Dawley) is injected with glioma
tumor cells derived from a different rat strain (Fischer 344),
the foreign (allogeneic) tumor cells will be rejected and no
tumor will grow. However, if the same rats were then injected
with glioma tumor cells generated in their strain (syngeneic),
the previously allogeneic vaccinated groups were able to
significantly reduce tumor growth, and complete rejection
of tumors was noted in some rats. Using this principle, we
hypothesized that if two patients have a tumor of a similar
type and histologic grade, transplantation of tumor tissue
from one patient to another might induce a robust immune
response and expose the immune system to peptides shared
between the two tumors, thus allowing the immune system
to recognize and attack tumor-specific antigens.

In the present report, we translate to the clinical arena this
original idea of using allorecognition and coadministration of
syngeneic tumor antigens to patients to overcome the ability
of the malignant gliomas to evade the immune system. We use
the patient’s immune system to recognize intact, same-species,
nonself major histocompatibility complex molecules on the
surface of donor cells and to directly eliminate the tumor cells
by an immune-mediated response.6 This process is well documented and well described in acute allograft rejection.18 In
this article, we present the first use of the ERC-1671 vaccine
to treat a patient with advanced GBM whose cancer relapsed
during bevacizumab treatment.

METHODS
Vaccine Production

ERC-1671 was manufactured under conditions of good
manufacturing practices by Bio Elpida (Dardilly, France). Surgically removed GBM tissues provided the raw material. The
tumor tissues were collected, under protocols approved by an
institutional board review, in the operating room under aseptic
conditions. The tumor specimens were transported in sterile
culture medium and fully tested for viral infections, including
human immunodeficiency virus, hepatitis B virus, hepatitis C
virus, cytomegalovirus, syphilis, and human T-lymphotropic
virus. The tumor samples were sent in temperature-controlled
sealed packs to the good manufacturing practices site immediately after the surgery.

Figure 1. Treatment scheme for intradermal administration of ERC-1671 vaccine for patients with recurrent glioblastoma multiforme after
failure to respond to bevacizumab therapya
ERC-1671 doses A to C contained approximately 1 × 106 dinitrophenol-modified allogeneic tumor cells and 1 × 106 dinitrophenol-modified allogeneic tumor
lysates from Donors 1 to 3, respectively. Dose D contained approximately 1 × 106 dinitrophenol-modified autologous tumor cells and approximately 1 × 106
dinitrophenol-modified autologous tumor lysates from the patient.
Cy = cyclophosphamide (50 mg/m2) orally; GM-CSF = granulocyte-macrophage colony-stimulating factor (sargramostim).
a
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At the manufacturing site, the tumor was dissociated on
a single-cell suspension, and the cells were haptenized using
dinitrophenol. The haptenized cells were then separated into
two different specimens, and one of the specimens was lysed to
obtain the lysate component. Both the cellular component and
the lysate component were then irradiated to make sure that
none of the remaining tumor cells had the ability to replicate.

Treatment Scheme

The treatment process (Figure 1) involved 4 monthly cycles
of vaccination with GBM tumor cells and lysates generated
from 3 different donors with GBM (the allogeneic component) as well as from the patient’s own tumor (the autologous
component). ERC-1671 treatment was administered together
with a manmade form of granulocyte-macrophage colonystimulating factor, sargramostim (Leukine), as adjuvant therapy,
following the oral administration of a low dose (50 mg/m2) of
cyclophosphamide (Endoxan). This treatment combination
was developed during the preclinical studies, and it produced
the maximal tumor response in rats.
Each monthly cycle consisted of 5 intradermally administered treatment doses. One dose was composed of a freshly
mixed shot of both a cellular component and a lysate component, stored in separate vials. The cell vial contained a suspension of 105 to 106 irradiated dinitrophenol-modified tumor
cells, and the lysate vial contained the equivalent of a lysate of
105 to 106 irradiated dinitrophenol-modified tumor cells. The
ERC-1671 A, B, and C product doses were prepared from 3
different GBM-affected donors, whereas the ERC-1671 D dose
was derived from the patient’s tumor. The monthly treatment
was continued for as long as the tumor responded to treatment.

CASE STUDY

A 43-year-old man presented to the University of California,
Irvine Medical Center in June 2008 with headaches, hiccups,
fatigue, and hypersomnia. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)
revealed a left frontal lobe tumor. He underwent craniotomy
with gross total tumor resection (more than 95% of the contrast-enhancing area) on June 26, 2008. The histopathologic

analysis showed the diagnosis of GBM (World Health Organization Grade IV astrocytoma). From July 2008 to September 2008, the patient was treated with fractionated radiation
therapy with concomitant temozolomide chemotherapy. The
patient was maintained on 12 cycles of adjuvant temozolomide
chemotherapy from September 2008 until October 2009. Because the patient was stable and the tumor did not demonstrate
recurrence on neuroimages, the decision was made to follow
his disease progression with serial brain MRIs and observation.
In February 2010, tumor growth was noted on the brain MRI.
The patient immediately underwent craniotomy with subtotal
tumor resection (about 70% of the tumor was removed). The
pathologic findings were consistent with GBM, with moderately high Ki-67 labeling index (Figure 2).
In March 2010, the patient began a clinical trial with bevacizumab (Avastin) and bortezomib (Velcade). His bortezomib
therapy was discontinued after nine cycles, as required by
the study protocol, but he continued to receive bevacizumab
therapy. In March 2012, the patient experienced further tumor
progression, as shown on his brain MRI, with the tumor now
crossing the corpus callosum and progressing toward the left
temporal area (Figure 3A). The patient underwent immediate
debulking of the contrast-enhancing area and some of the adjacent abnormal fluid-attenuated inversion recovery (FLAIR)
areas of his tumor (Figure 3B), which again showed pathologic
findings consistent with GBM (Figures 2 and 4).
As no other options for his treatment-resistant, recurrent
glioblastoma were available, an application for compassionate
use of ERC-1671 was made to the US Food and Drug Administration with the patient’s consent, and he was administered
ERC-1671 vaccine under a single-patient protocol approved by
that agency. The first cycle was administered immediately after
resection, and the remaining 3 cycles were given at monthly intervals (Figure 1). After the second cycle of vaccination, a tumor
biopsy was obtained to evaluate the treatment response. Because
the biopsy specimen showed extensive inflammatory changes and
very few proliferating tumor cells, the patient did not receive any
adjuvant treatment in addition to the vaccine. Ten months after
starting the ERC-1671 treatment and almost 11 months since

Figure 2. Histopathologic analysis of tumor specimens from
surgery and autopsy. Specimens
show progression of Ki-67
(bottom row) from high-power
magnification (middle row, 20x )
to low-power magnification (top
row, 10x ) after administration of
2 cycles of vaccination (March
and July 2012), decreasing
further after completion of vaccination, as evidenced by autopsy
specimen in December 2012
(far-right column) staining with
hematoxylin-eosin (H&E).
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Figure 3. Magnetic resonance
image (MRI) of the brain showing
the tumor size before resection
(A, E), after resection (B, F),
end of vaccination Cycle 1 (C,
G), end of Cycle 2 (D, H), end of
Cycle 3 (I, J), and end of Cycle
4 (K, L). The MRI shows a slow
increase in fluid-attenuated inversion recovery (FLAIR) signal (top
row) and contrast enhancement
(bottom row) over time (x-axis, in
month/day/year format).

Figure 4. Histopathologic examination of tumor samples and
immunohistochemical staining.
Trichrome stain of specimen at
diagnosis (A), at first recurrence
(B), and at autopsy showing collagen deposition in close relationship to blood vessels (C).

the progression of his cancer during bevacizumab therapy, the
patient remained stable, with no new neurologic findings and
a Karnofsky Performance Scale score of 70.
However, in late December 2012 the patient suddenly
died of congestive heart failure and pneumonia—common complications in patients who have had extensive
chemotherapy (including one year of temozolomide, one
year of bortezomib, and two years continuous bevacizumab
treatment). An autopsy showed no active brain tumor
(Figures 2 and 4). The cause of death on the autopsy findings was congestive heart failure, pulmonary congestion and
edema, and congestive hepatosplenomegaly.
MRI of the brain with and without a contrast agent from
March 2012 showed the resection cavity in the patient’s left
lateral frontal convexity involving his middle frontal gyrus
immediately anterior and superior to the pars triangularis (Figure 3). The pars triangularis appeared to be involved with the
tumor extending back into the insula and arcuate fasciculus
toward the Wernicke area. It also appeared that most of the
tumor recurrence was medial and superior to the resection
cavity extending toward the ependymal surface of the lateral
ventricle and the corpus callosum. The postresection MRI
from March 2012 showed partial resection of prior enhancing
nodules (Figure 3), with residual FLAIR signal suggestive of
residual nonenhancing tumor.
The MRIs obtained at the end of vaccination Cycles 1
through 4 show slowly progressive increase in the FLAIR
signal and contrast enhancement around the resection bed
(Figure 3). This finding raises the question of tumor progression vs pseudoprogression generated by the immune
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inflammation and justifying the need for a biopsy after two
vaccination cycles.
The initial immunohistochemical findings of the tumor
showed a left frontal GBM with O(6)-methylguanine DNA
methyltransferase positivity of 30%, epidermal growth factor
receptor (EGFR) positivity of 5%, EGFR variant 3 negative,
and phosphatase and tensin homologue 60% of the cells were
positive. The specimen collected from the resection before the
vaccine administration in March 2012 showed immunohistochemical findings for O(6)-methylguanine DNA methyltransferase of 30%, EGFR of 30%, EGFR variant 3 negative, and
phosphatase and tensin homologue of 60%. The tumor had a
high Ki-67 index of 15% (Figure 2). The specimen collected
after 2 cycles of the vaccine showed scattered lymphocytes, B
cells, and macrophages infiltrating the specimen, with a Ki-67
index of 3% to 5% (Figure 4).
Analysis of the autopsy specimen revealed slight vascular
endothelial hyperplasia and focally variable permeation by
macrophages. Collagen deposition was observed in close relationship with the blood vessels, and there were no definitive
Ki-67-positive glioma cells, consistent with a nonproliferating,
nonviable tumor (Figures 2 and 4). There was perivascular
infiltration of mononuclear inflammatory cells, both T and
B lymphocytes (Figures 2 and 4).

DISCUSSION

Recurrence of malignant gliomas after surgery, radiation
therapy, and adjuvant chemotherapy is universal.4,19 Gross
total resection is ineffective in eradicating the entire tumor
because of the infiltrative nature of malignant gliomas.4 The
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only approved treatment for glioblastoma at recurrence is
bevacizumab, which was found to have an estimated 6-month
progression-free survival rate of 42.6% and an overall survival
of 9.2 months.20,21 In the end, all GBMs recur during bevacizumab therapy, and the survival after recurrence is usually
only a few weeks.4
ERC-1671 aims to provide a new and innovative approach
to treating patients with GBM. The vaccine is composed of
four cycles and includes administration of glioblastoma tumor cell lysates and tumor cells from the patient and three
different donors with GBM. With the use of genetically different heterozygous individuals with brain tumors at the time
of the vaccine administration, the patient’s immune system
is exposed to numerous tumor antigens identical to those
of the patient’s own tumor.6 It is as if this action creates a
cascade immune response in which the homologous tumor
antigens are sequentially recognized by the immune system
and eliminated.5 In addition, this process also leads to sensitization of the immune system in recognizing cross-reactive
allogeneic tumor antigens, enabling the attack of the patient’s
own brain tumor.5,6
Our patient with confirmed GBM on histopathologic
examination received four cycles of the vaccine. He received
no other adjuvant chemotherapy or radiotherapy. On the
basis of previous experience with patients with GBM, the
expected survival after recurrence while the patient is receiving bevacizumab therapy is only a few weeks.22 Our patient
survived for ten months without adjuvant chemotherapy.
Furthermore, we showed that the tumor displayed less aggressive features throughout the treatment and after completion
of the treatment. Figure 2 shows evidence that the tumor’s
Ki-67 decreased after the patient received the vaccine and
completed the treatment. In addition, the blood vessel proliferation and hyperplasia, features of aggressive GBM, slowly
rescinded throughout the treatment (Figure 5). The patient
also mounted a strong immune response to the vaccination
(Figure 6), as evidenced by T lymphocytes, B cells, and macrophage infiltration of the tumor specimens after completing
only two cycles of vaccination, which was evident at the time
of autopsy (Figure 5). Similar to our preliminary data in an
additional four patients, no clinically significant adverse events
were noted with this therapy, and the only side effects noted
were mild headaches and local erythema at the injection site.23
Despite these promising immunologic responses evidenced
by histopathologic analysis, the MRI suggested that the patient’s tumor appeared to progress. As described by Figure 3,
there was increased FLAIR signal as well as increased contrast enhancement around the resection cavity. A possible
explanation for these imaging findings could be that our
vaccine produced a very strong immune response in the patient, which produced a beneficial inflammation around the
tumor bed because of the influx of inflammatory cells in the
area. This idea is supported by the histopathologic finding of
macrophage, B-cell, and T-cell infiltration found in various
tumor specimens obtained from biopsy and autopsy. Hence,
proposed criteria related to immune response might represent
better measurement of our immune-based therapy.24-26 In the
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absence of clinical progression, similar imaging changes (pseudoprogression) were previously reported for patients receiving dendritic cell vaccination.27 The inflammatory cytokines
could also produce dilation of the blood vessels and shunting
of more blood to the involved areas of the brain, thus leading
to the enhancement seen on the contrast images.

CONCLUSION

These preliminary observations suggest that ERC-1671
could be effective in the setting of a malignant glioma that
has become resistant to the available treatments. However, the
effectiveness of this immunotherapeutic approach cannot be
established in a pilot study such as this, which had only one
patient. Even though no definite conclusions can be made
about the efficacy of this treatment, our results indicate that
the vaccine was well tolerated, could be safely administered to
our patient, and produced promising immunologic responses
seen on histopathologic analysis. A larger study to assess how
these histopathologic changes clinically benefit our patients
with recurrent GBM is being planned. v
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Figure 5. Immunohistochemical staining after 2 cycles of vaccination show CD3+ lymphocytes (A-C), CD20+ B cells (D-F), and abundant CD68+ macrophages (G-I) infiltrating the
tumor specimen. Autopsy specimen shows abundant infiltration of tumor cells by CD68+
macrophages (J-L).
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Figure 6. Artist’s depiction of vaccination process. Tumor cells and
tumor cells’ lysate components are injected into the patient, taken up by
antigen-presenting cells, and presented to B and T lymphocytes (top). This
produces an immune response with activated T cells, which later exude
through the capillary endothelial wall into the glioblastoma mass and attack
the tumor cells carrying similar antigens (bottom).
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